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– 60 doctoral 
• Buckets of Students




• Participants will apply the current research on the 
connection between student engagement and first-year 
persistence to Lynn University’s case study.
• Participants will evaluate the efficacy of their 
programmatic approach on first-year persistence.
• Participants will evaluate how similar methods of 








Research supports that over 50% of students who 
leave college will do so within the first six weeks 
of their college experience (Levitz & Noel, 1989).
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Effectively track Student Involvement Data
Understand the long-term impact of programs
Better allocate funds/resources to effective programs
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What I was looking to do:
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Campus-wide buy-in is critical, because “As we get 
more offices on-board, we’ll be able to understand the 
holistic student experience more thoroughly.”
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100% of students who transferred out of the 









• Tutoring Center Visits








Collecting & Assessing Data
• Immediately began to track involvement 
• Partnerships beyond our office 
• Connected with our IR office





What we did to improve
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• Shared our data with others! 
• Engagement data is also shared with Institutional 
Research 















Baxter Magolda’s Theory of Self Authorship (1997,1999)  and Astin and 





• Covers the first 6 weeks of class 
• 4 foundational areas: 
– Academic and Social Success: 
• development of skills, habits, and abilities to engage in critical 
thought to foster one’s own way of knowing, 
– University Navigation: 
• adhering to the standards of University policies and procedures 
and understanding resources and campus culture, 
– Campus Connections: 
• Forging strong and meaningful relationships with faculty, staff, 
and peers, and lastly, 
– Global Citizenship: 
• Promoting exploration, understanding, and growth through 




• Mix of recommended and mandatory
• Marketing (Lynn Events App, Print Materials)












Fall 2017: Canvas Welcome Weekend Course







Original cohort year Original cohort count First-year retention rate
2015 Cohort 514 68.10%
2016 Cohort 559 69.50%




• Cross campus collaboration








Retention is everyone’s  job. 
Assessment of Learning Outcomes.
Developing a co-curricular model tied to competencies 




What can you do on your campus?
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1. Identifying your baseline 
2. Where are the gaps, and what tools do you need to bridge 
those? 
3. Working with stakeholders to develop and implement plans
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Thank you for attending! 
